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23D RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN VEGETATION AND CLOUDS
Øboth are characterized by strong horizontal and vertical 
variations, and thus their three-dimensionality is important to 
correctly describe the photon transport in vegetation canopies 
and cloudy atmosphere
Øthe radiation regime is substantially influenced by the sizes of 
scattering centers that constitute the medium. Drop size and 
leaf area are the most important variables characterizing the 
micro-scale structure of clouds and vegetation canopies
Øthese features determine common properties of radiative 
transfer in clouds and vegetation
LEAF AND  CANOPY SCATTERING
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To specify relationship between the spectral
response of a vegetation canopy to incident solar
radiation at the leaf and canopy scale
SPECTRAL INVARIANTS IN VEGETATION CANOPIES
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Slope, p:
Intercept, R:
Ø BRF to Leaf Albedo Ratio is linearly related to BRF
escape probability resollision probability
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RADIATIVE TRANSFER IN VEGETATION AND CLOUDS
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3D	radiative transfer	equation
= !! ! !,!! → ! !! !,!! !!′!" + !(!,!)	
!"!! + !(!,!)!! 	
UNDERLYING	ASSUMPTION
extinction	coefficient,	s(r,W), does	not	depend	on	wavelength
Vegetation	canopy:		assumption is met
Clouds:		 assumption is NOT met
SPECTRAL ATMOSPHERIC PROPERTIES: OPTICAL DEPTH
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OPTICAL DEPTH AND SINGLE SCATTERING ALBEDO
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Underlying assumption is met!
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8Ø BRF to Single Scattering Albedo ratio is linearly 
related to BRF
escape probability resollision probability
!"#!!! = ! !!"#!$%;!!"# + !!"#! 	
Intercept, R
Slope, p
depend on cloud microphysics
SPECTRAL INVARIANTS IN CLOUDS
for tc >3 and outside of 
strong water vapor 
absorption bands
9SPECTRAL INVARIANT BEHAVIOR OF ZENITH RADIANCE AROUND CLOUD EDGES 
A. Marshak, et al., Geophys. Res. Lett., vol. 36, p. L16802, Aug 2009.
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SPECTRAL INVARIANT BEHAVIOR OF ZENITH RADIANCE AROUND CLOUD EDGES 
A. Marshak, et al., Geophys. Res. Lett., vol. 36, p. L16802, 2009; W. Yang et al., Atmospheric Research,182,294-301, 2016; J.C. 
Chiu et al., Atmos. Chem. Phys., 10,11295-11303, 2010
Definitely cloudy Definitely clear
Spectral signature of the clear-to-cloud transition zone 
Ø is a linear mixture between two extremes: cloudy and clear atmosphere
Ø transition zone spectrum is determined by slope, a(t), and intercept, b(t)
Ø a(t) and b(t) are sensitive to cloud properties
Ø visible spectral region: depend on cloud optical depth regardless cloud phase 
function, thermodynamic phase and drop size
Ø water absorbing wavelengths: a(t) is a function of cloud optical depth and b(t) 
depends on cloud absorbing and and scattering properties
!(#) = &(#)!'()*+ + -(#)!'(.&/ 	
11A. Marshak, et al., JAS, 68,3094-3111, 2011 
Applications
ØTesting physical consistency of RS retrievals
ØFilling missing spectral data
ØSW broadband calculations for climate models
ØTesting 3D radiative transfer models
!"#!!! = ! !!"#!$%;!!"# + !!"#! 	 !"#$ = "& − ()$ 	
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE WHOLE SPECTRUM 
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A. Marshak, et al., JQSRT,113,715-720, 2012 
For water droplets at weakly absorbing wavelengths, single 
scattering albedo spectra follow spectrally invariant 
relationship
SINGLE SCATTERING ALBEDO FOR CLOUD DROPS
! = # − %&% 	!"($)!"($&) = (!"($) + (* − ()	
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A. Marshak, et al., JQSRT,113,715-720, 2012 
For water droplets at weakly absorbing wavelengths, single 
scattering albedo spectra follow spectrally invariant 
relationship. This is also true for non-spherical ice crystals!
!"($)!"($&) = (!"($) + (* − ()	 ! = # − %&% 	
SINGLE SCATTERING ALBEDO FOR CLOUD DROPS, etc
14Lewis &Disney,  RSE,109,196-2016,2007; A. Marshak, et al., JQSRT,113,715-720, 2012; Latorre-Carmona et al., IEEE 
GRSL,11,1579-1583,2014 
At weakly absorbing wavelengths, spectra of single scattering 
albedo of CLOUD PARTICLE and GREEN leaf  follow spectrally 
invariant relationship.
SINGLE SCATTERING ALBEDO FOR CLOUD DROPS
!"($)!"($&) = (!"($) + (* − ()	
http://www.nesdis.noaa.gov/DSCOVR/mission.html
DEEP SPACE CLIMATE OBSERVATORY (DSCOVR)
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q DSCOVR mission was launched on February 
11, 2015 to the Sun-Earth Lagrangian L1 
point
- to monitor solar weather to provide early warning of solar 
storms affecting the Earth
- hosts NASA Earth-Observing Instrument:  the Earth 
Polychromatic Imaging Camera (EPIC)
q EPIC measures Earth’s reflected radiation 
at 10 UV to NIR spectral bands 
q Temporal resolution: 65 to 110 min
q Spatial resolution: 20 km
q L1B EPIC reflectance data (pI/F) are 
available from Langley ASDC
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RECOLLISION PROBABILITY OF CLOUD AND VEGETATION
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SCATTERING COEFFICIENT OF CLOUD AND VEGETATION
680 nm
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FALSE COLOR IMAGE (688-551-680) OF SACTTERING COEFFICIENT
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The use of the O2 B band enhances the sensitivity of the top-
of-atmosphere scattering coefficient to the presence of 
vegetation 
A. Marshak and Y, Knyazikin, The spectral invariant approximation within canopy radiative transfer to support the use 
of the EPIC/DSCOVR oxygen B-band for monitoring vegetation, JQSRT, 191, 7-12,2017
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SUMMARY
ØThe “spectrally invariant relationships” are the consequence of 
wavelength independence of the extinction coefficient and 
scattering phase function in vegetation
ØIn general, this wavelength independence does not hold in the 
atmosphere, but in cloud-dominated atmospheres the total 
extinction and total scattering phase function vary only weakly 
with wavelength
ØFor cloudy atmospheres with cloud optical depth above 3, and for 
spectral intervals that exclude strong water vapor absorption, the 
spectrally invariant relationships found in vegetation canopy 
radiative transfer are valid
ØSpectrally invariant relationships are useful to monitor cloud  
microphysics, test physical consistency of RS retrievals and 3D 
radiative transfer models, fill missing spectral data and perform 
SW broadband calculations for climate model
